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In this note we prove the following theorem.

Theorem. With respect to the usual almost complex structure, S6 has

no ^-dimensional almost complex submanifolds.

The proof, which is entirely local, is divided into several lemmas.

The usual almost complex structure J on S6 can be defined either by

means of the Cayley numbers [l], or by using the fact that 5s

= G2/SU(3). Let V denote the Riemannian connection of Si with

respect to the ordinary metric ( , ), and let R be the curvature

operator.

Lemma 1. If X is a vector field on S6, then Vx(J)(X) = 0.

The proof is given in [l]. Almost complex manifolds having this

property are called nearly Kahlerian. In [2] it is shown that S6 has

some almost complex structures, defined by means of a 3-fold vector

cross product on 7?8, which are different from the usual almost com-

plex structure, but nonetheless nearly Kahlerian. Our theorem will

apply to these almost complex structures, also.

We next give an account of our machinery for describing the

geometry of submanifolds. Let M and M be C°° Riemannian mani-

folds with M isometrically embedded in M. Let H(M) and %(M)

denote respectively the Lie algebras of vector fields on M and the

restrictions to M of vector fields on M. Then we may write %(M)

= ï(M)©ï(Af)x. The configuration tensor is the function

T: Z(M)XÍ(M)-*X(M) defined by the formulas

TxY = Vx F - Vx F,      TXZ = PVxZ,

for X, YEX(M), Z&£(M)X. Here V and Vare the Riemannian

connections of M and M and P: H(M) —>3E(Af) is the natural projec-

tion. Then [l] T has the following properties:

TxY = TYX, (TxY, Z) = - (TXZ, Y),

Tx(x(M)) Ç UMJ1,        Fx(ï(M)X) Ç Ï(M).
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Lemma 2. Let M be a nearly Kahler manifold with almost complex

structure J, and suppose M is an almost complex submanifold of M

(i.e., XE$(M) implies JXEHL(M)). Then
(i)  M is nearly Kählerian;

(ii)  TxJX = JTXX for all X £*<M) ;
(iii)  M is a minimal variety of M.

The proof is given in [l ], but we include it here for the convenience

of the reader.

Proof. For XE%(M) we have

0 = Vx(J)(X) = Vx(J)(X) + TxJX - JTxX.

The first term on the right-hand side of this equation is tangent to M,

while the last is normal. Hence (i) and (ii) follow. For (iii) we have by

(ii) that
TxX = - JTxJX = - TjxJX.

Then the mean curvature vector F=E^siF,- vanishes (here

{Fi, • ■ • , E„} is any orthonormal frame field on an open subset of

M), and so M is a minimal variety.

Lemma 3. A ^-dimensional nearly Kahler manifold M is Kählerian.

Proof. Choose an orthonormal frame field on an open subset of M

to be of the form {X, JX, Y, JY}. We must show Vx(J)(Y)=0.

Clearly 'Vx(J)(Y) is perpendicular to X and Y. It is also perpendicu-

lar to JX and JY because Vx(J)(Y)=J\7x(J)(JY). Hence it

vanishes.

Lemma 4. Let M be a nearly Kahler manifold and denote the curvature

operator of M by R. Then for W, X, Y, ZEX(M), we have

(i) \\vz(J)(Y)\\* = (RxtX, Y)-(RxrJX, JY);
(ii) (RwxY, Z) = (RjWjxJY, JZ).

Proof. Let F be the 2-form defined by F(X, Y) = (JX, Y) for

X, YEUM). We also define VF V2F, and RWx(F) by

VF(X, Y, Z) = XF(Y, Z) - F(VxY, Z) - F(Y, VxZ),

V2F(W, X, Y, Z) = WVF(X, Y, Z) - VF(VWX, Y, Z)

- VF(X, VwY, Z) - VF(X, Y, VwZ),

and RWX(F)(Y, Z) = -F(RVXY, Z)-F(Y, RwxZ), for W, X, Y, Z

EX(M)-
Calculations show first that

RWX(F)(Y, Z) = - V2F(W, X, Y, Z) + V2F(X, W, Y, Z),
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and secondly || Vx(/)(F)||2= - V2F(X, X, Y, JY). These computa-

tions do not depend on the fact that M is nearly Kahlerian. How-

ever, the fact that M is nearly Kahlerian is used to prove that

V2F(JF, X, Y, Z) - - V2F(W, Y, X, Z)      for W, X, Y, Z E UM).

We now observe that

||Vx(/)(F)||2 = V2P(X, Y,X,JY)

= -Rxy(F)(X,JY)

= (RxyX, F>- (RxyJX,JY),

proving (i). Then (ii) follows from (i) and the symmetry properties of

the curvature operator.

Let MP and Mp denote the tangent spaces to M and M at a point

pEM. The configuration tensor T, the curvature operator 7c, and

the covariant derivative v/ all give rise to tensors on Mp or Mp. For

x, yEMp we denote these by Txy, Rxy, Vx(/)(y).

Proof of the Theorem. Suppose that Mis a 4-dimensional almost

complex submanifold of 5*. First assume that there exists pEM and

xEMp with ||ai|| =1 suchthat Txx =^0. Then TxJx = JTxx9^0. We may

assume that x is chosen so that || T^H2 is maximum. Then if (x, y) = 0

and (Jx, y) = 0, it is not hard to see that (TxX, Txy) = 0. Moreover,

(JTxx, Txy) = 0 because JTxx=Tuu with u = (x+Jx)/\/2. Similarly

TxJy is perpendicular to both Txx and JTxX. Since Txx and JTxx

span Mp, we must have Txy = TxJy = 0.

Let K denote the (constant) sectional curvature of the curvature

operator 7? of 5s. Then if ||y|| = 1, we have

7? = (R^x, y) - (RxvJx, Jy) = || V*(J)(y)\\2

= \\vx(J)(y) + TxJy-JTxy\\> = 0.

This is a contradiction, and so we conclude that Txx = 0ior all xEMp.

Hence M is totally geodesic in S6, and so it must be an open sub-

manifold of a 4-sphere with constant curvature K, and also must be

Kahlerian. We then have

0 = ||V,(/)(y)||2 = 7C,

another contradiction. Hence the theorem follows.
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